
Bajan Dishes 

AURORA 

Barbados offers visitors a nearly limitless variety of imported foods allowing our cooks 
to prepare meals to suit every taste and dietary requirement. Our small island has its 
own culinary traditions some that have been handed down for generations and others 

coming with more recent immigrants, We encourage you to try some Bajan dishes 
while you are at Aurora. While some of the vegetables might not look familiar, you will 
enjoy the taste and surprising variety of local produce. Be sure to have a look in the 

back of Ethan's truck when he comes by. He always has what is in season and ask our 
wonderful cooks what they might suggest. 

 

Fish cakes with cocktails: cod is not native to these waters but became a local 
staple when traded for sugar. Every cook adds her own touches to the fish cakes and 

to the accompanying sauces. Enjoy them with a rum punch watching the sun set 
Bakes: like a small donut, these spoon size "cakes" can be flavored with vanilla 

leaving the diner to add sugar, syrup or eat just plain. When made with cassava 
flour they are denser and equally good for dessert or breakfast 

 
Pumpkin: Barbados pumpkin is often called belly pumpkin and is sold by the piece 
in markets. Pumpkin is the most versatile vegetable allowing the cook to prepare 
everything from punch to pie and soup and fritters. I t is very nutritious and is a 

staple in every home. 
 

Rice and Peas: Bajans added nutrition and substance to their meals by including 
pigeon peas with white rice. These small light brown peas are a staple in local 

homes and make plain rice more interesting. 
 

Flying Fish: Barbados is probably best known for the small winged fish that can be 
seen jumping out of the water. Flying fish is always filleted, breaded and fried. When 

Served on bread it is a "cutter." Enjoy it with tartar sauce or a bit of Bajan hot sauce 
made from Scotch Bonnet Peppers. 

 
Conkies: Every cook has her own recipe for conkies. These recipes were often 

handed down from grandmothers who got them from their mothers and 
grandmothers. Conkies are made from a mixture of corn meal, raisins, coconut, 

sugar and spices that is wrapped in a banana leaf and steamed. They can be eaten 
hot or cold and were often given as gifts to family and friends on special occasions. 

 
 

Please select from the menu options below 
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CouCou: This dish is a perfect replacement for potatoes or other starch but it 
requires a strong arm and willing cook Corn meal is essentially polenta and can be 

prepared plain as in northern Italy and covered with a sauce. 
CouCou is a cornmeal mixture with okra that is whipped and beaten into a paste that 

has a delicate flavor and pleasing texture. This is one dish that requires a lot of 
strength but the end result is worth i t If you see green bananas around the .' 
property, the cooks can prepare banana cou cou that incorporates both green 

bananas and salt cod. This variation is a meal by itself. 
 

Callilou: If you are in Barbados when callilou leaves are available, then try a 
delicious soup that uses the leaves as the main ingredient This simple green 

vegetable makes a perfect starter course for any meal. 
 

Breadfruit: Breadfruit arrived in the West Indies from the Pacific when plantation 
owners sent ships in search of plants that would yield low cost food for slaves. 

Breadfruit is highly versatile and can be substituted for potatoes in soups or eaten 
as a vegetable. 

 
Sweet Potatoes: Bajan sweet potatoes don't look like the varieties in American oe 
European supermarkets. These tubers can weigh more than one pound, have a red 
skin and creamy yellow flesh. Skilled cooks use them in many ways but the most 

common preparation in Barbados is sweet potato pie. 
 

Pone: Cassava is the main ingredient in this dessert. Tapioca is extracted from 
cassava so grated cassava produces a firm, jelly-like dessert. Once again the 

preparation not only depends upon the skill of the cook but also her strength since 
the cassava has to be finely grated. (Store bought grated cassava isn't as good.) 
Because of the skill and time to prepare, pone today is considered a rare treat 

 
Ackee Fruit: Native to Jamaica, ackee trees can be found in home gardens in Barbados. 

Our ackee tree is in the lower garden and the "fruit" is unmistakably bright red. The 
edible portion consists of two small orange lobes that are traditionally sautéed and 

served with eggs for breakfast If you happen to see these red "fruits" as they open, 
you can enjoy ackee during your stay. 

 

Our local fishermen sell their catch in Bridgetown and at various stands along the 
- main road. Their seasonal catches include kingfish, snapper, dolphin, tuna, barracuda 
and many others, Lobsters can be ordered from a purveyor in Bridgetown. They are 

fished in the Grenadines. They are delicious but also very expensive. 


